Georgia Manufacturing Alliance Partners with Supply Chain Now Radio to Launch New “Today in Manufacturing” Monthly Radio Show for Their Listeners

A new radio series, “Today in Manufacturing”, will provide a platform for thought leaders in the manufacturing industry that are willing to share their knowledge, resources, and processes with others to help them be successful.

ATLANTA (PRWEB) April 25, 2019 -- Georgia has grown into a leading global center for manufacturing and supply chain management due to a vital southeast geographic location and a robust infrastructure. Georgia is known as the epicenter for technology, talent, and best practices that have positioned us as the Number 1 state to do business for 6 years running. A new radio series, “Today in Manufacturing”, will provide a platform for thought leaders in the manufacturing industry that are willing to share their knowledge, resources, and processes with others to help them be successful.

“Manufacturing is such a critical component to the end-to-end Supply Chain. We are excited to be partnering with the Georgia Manufacturing Alliance to kick off our newest series on Supply Chain Now Radio,” said Scott Luton, Founder and Host of Supply Chain Now Radio. “It’s an honor to build on our current partnership with Jason Moss & the GMA to further serve the manufacturing industry by sharing best practices, thought leadership & other content by those making it happen in manufacturing.”

This new series is produced by Supply Chain Now Radio and the Georgia Manufacturing Alliance. These monthly episodes will be focused on the manufacturing industry in the state of Georgia, the United States, and worldwide, and the impact it has on virtually every sector of business. The first episode featured Jason Maxwell, Vice President of Operations for KaMin LLC, and Holly Gotfredson, President of American Metalcraft. Listen to this episode via this link: supplychainnowradio.com/scnr-programs/today-in-manufacturing

KaMin, LLC is a global leader in kaolin processing and has immense reserves of premium fine and ultrafine kaolin in Georgia and Brazil. They have pioneered unique processing methods and their fine particle clays are the most widely used worldwide in numerous coatings. Their products are used in diverse applications such as paint, plastics, rubber, adhesives, inks and paper coatings.

American Metalcraft is a woman-owned manufacturer that fabricates custom exterior/interior work from aluminum, steel, and stainless-steel products. They create custom architectural products for well-known national clients such as the Atlanta Braves, Mercedes Benz, and Suntrust Bank.

“We are excited to share the good news about Georgia manufacturing across the globe over Supply Chain Now Radio,” said Jason Moss, CEO of the Georgia Manufacturing Alliance. “During these monthly broadcasts, we will address the challenges and accomplishments of manufacturers and share best business practices to help others be more successful.”

About the Georgia Manufacturing Alliance:
The Georgia Manufacturing Alliance (GMA) is a membership-based industry organization founded in 2008 to support Georgia’s manufacturing community. GMA provides monthly plant tours, educational sessions,
tradeshows, and unique networking opportunities designed to help make profitable business connections for its members. The Georgia Manufacturing Directory, Georgia Manufacturing Summit, BuyFromGA.com and Georgia Manufacturing Calendar are additional resources produced by GMA. To learn more about the organization, membership, and upcoming events, please call 770-338-0051 or visit their website www.georgiamanufacturingalliance.com/
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